EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR MOBILITY AND TRANSPORT
Directorate C - Land
C.1 - Road Transport

Questions and Answers
on posting of drivers under Directive (EU) 2020/1057
DISCLAIMER : The questions were submitted by the Member States’ authorities, who are
members of the Commission Expert Group on Posting of Drivers. The replies were
prepared by the services of the Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport (DG MOVE),
and do not commit the European Commission. Only the Court of Justice of the European
Union is competent to authoritatively interpret Union law.

I.

DEFINITIONS

1. What do the terms “consignors” and “freight forwarders” mean?
The terms ‘consignors’ and ‘freight forwarders’ are not defined in Directive 2020/1057. However
these terms have been commonly used in the transport sector and in the EU legislation, e.g. in
Regulation (EC) No 561/2006 or in Regulation (EC) No 300/2008. According to the feedback
received by the Commission, the understanding of these terms has never raised doubts among
the road transport authorities and stakeholders. As these concepts are specific for the transport
sector, if national employment authorities need clarifications on their understanding, they should
consult/be able to receive all needed information from their relevant transport authorities.

II.

SCOPE OF APPLICATION

2. Bearing in mind that Article 1(3), (4), (5) and (6) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, states that a
driver who performs certain types of international road transport operations is not considered
a posted worker for the purposes of Directive 96/71/EC, not violating only Article 2(1) of this
directive, should Article 2(2) of the directive be applied? Is it correct to interpret that in order
to determine whether a given driver is or is not a posted worker, Article 2(1) (a posted worker
is an employee who performs his work in the territory of the host country for a limited period
of time) applies, but Article 2(2) of Directive 96/71/EC does not (according to which the
definition of a worker is applicable under the law of the Member State to whose territory the
worker is posted)?
Paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Article 1 of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 provide specific rules in relation
to the application of Article 2(1) of Directive 96/71/EC in the road transport sector. This is
particularly clear from recital 7 and Article 1(1) and (2) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, which
establish that these are specific provisions for the sector. This means that in cases where the
driver, for a limited period, is carrying out his work in the territory of a Member State other than
the State in which he normally works, he is not to be considered to be posted when performing
the activities described in Article 1(3), (4), (5) and (6) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057.
Those paragraphs do not derogate from Article 2(2) of Directive 96/71; hence, this article remains
fully applicable in case of posted workers in the road transport sector.

3. Why does Article 1 clause 7 of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, state that a driver performing a
cabotage operation is considered a posted worker under Directive 96/71/EC, without
reference to Article 2(1) of this directive, unlike in aforementioned paragraphs 3-6?
Paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Article 1 of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 refer to situations where a
driver would be posted due to the application of Article 2(1) of Directive 96/71/EC, but is not to be
considered as such due to the application of those exceptions. Article 1(7) refers to a situation
where the driver is to be considered as posted, and is therefore not an exception to Article 2(1) of
Directive 96/71/EC.
4. Can a Member State include in its own provisions implementing Directive (EU) 2020/1057,
apart from drivers that are workers within the meaning of provisions of a host Member State,
also those drivers who are not employed under those provisions, yet personally perform road
transport operations on behalf of a haulier on the basis of contracts other than an
employment contract (e.g. civil-law agreements), to which the national provisions
implementing Directive 96/71/EC do not apply?
Directive (EU) 2020/1057 applies to drivers employed by undertakings established in a Member
State which take the transnational measure referred to in Article 1(3)(a) of Directive 96/71/EC. All
other road transport workers and drivers involved in the different types of transnational operations
referred to in points (b) and (c) of Article 1(3) of Directive 96/71/EC are subject to the provisions
of that directive and of Directive 2014/67.
Nothing prevents Member States to establish national rules applicable on their own territory that
would cover other types of drivers, to whom the national provisions implementing Directive
96/71/EC, Directive 2014/67/EU or Directive (EU) 2020/1057 do not apply – such as rules
applicable to drivers performing road transport operations on the basis of contracts not subject to
national labour laws, or to self-employed contracts. These would not be provisions implementing
Directive 96/71/EC, Directive 2014/67/EU or Directive (EU) 2020/1057, but rather, national
measures applicable to those other types of drivers. Please note that such measures in order to
be compatible with the principle of freedom to provide services would have to be applied in a
non-discriminatory manner, be justified by public interest objectives, be suitable for securing the
attainment of the objective which they pursue, and not go beyond what is necessary in order to
attain that objective.
5. Can a Member State also include in its provisions posted drivers from the third countries, in
cases where they are not in an employment relation with the posting employer, yet they
perform road transport operations on behalf of this employer on the basis of e.g. a civil-law
agreement?
Nothing prevents Member States from establishing national rules on posting (inspired by the EU
legislation) applicable to posted drivers from employers established in third countries, regardless
of the type of contract or employment relationship which these drivers may have with the
undertaking established in the third country making the posting, and provided that EU rules
concerning transport operations to and from third countries are complied with. Please note
however that ‘posting’ undertakings established in third countries cannot be treated more
favourably than undertakings established in a Member State, pursuant to Article 1(4) of Directive
96/71/EC and Article 1(10) of Directive 2020/1057.
6. Is posting of drivers subject to employment conditions of the host Members State that result
from Article 3(1)(f) of Directive 96/71/EC, related to protective measures towards children
and young people, also in situations where a driver must be at least 18 years of age?
Yes, all the provisions of Directive 96/71 from which Directive (EU) 2020/1057 does not derogate
apply to posted drivers, subject to Directive (EU) 2020/1057 rules. It is to be noted that according
to Article 1(9) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, terms and conditions of employment referred to in
Article 3 of Directive 96/71/EC, which are laid down by national law, regulation or administrative
provision, or by collective agreements or arbitration awards which, in their territories, have been
declared universally applicable or otherwise apply in accordance with Article 3(1) and (8) of
Directive 96/71/EC, are made available in an accessible and transparent way to transport
undertakings from other Member States and to posted drivers.
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7. Does Directive (EU) 2020/1057 apply to self-employed drivers?
Article 1(2) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 states that: “These specific rules apply to drivers
employed by undertakings established in a Member State which take the transnational measure
referred to in point (a) of Article 1(3) of Directive 96/71/EC.”
It follows from the wording of Article 1(2) that only employed drivers are covered by Directive
(EU) 2020/1057.
More clarification on how to determine employment relationship is provided in the answer to
question 4 in the “Questions and Answers on the implementation of the Mobility Package 1 (part
1)” available here: https://transport.ec.europa.eu/transport-modes/road/mobility-package-i/drivingrest-times_en
8. Does Directive (EU) 2020/1057 apply to ‘own account’ operations?
Directive (EU) 2020/1057 does not explicitly exclude “own account” operations from its scope.
However, own account transport operations in respect of goods must be “no more than ancillary
to the overall activities of the undertaking” (see point (v) of Article 1(5)(d) of Regulation (EC) No
1072/2009). The purpose of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 is to set specific rules for the road
transport sector, which suggests that it applies only to drivers employed by undertakings that
provide transport services in a Member State different from the one of establishment.
Own account transport operations in respect of persons must be carried out for non-commercial
and non-profit-making purposes by a natural or legal person for whom the transport activity is
only an ancillary activity (see point 5 of Article 2 of Regulation (EC) No 1073/2009). They do not
concern operations carried out by employee of an undertaking in their professional capacity.
The general rules on posting of workers set out in Directive 96/71/EC may apply to drivers
involved in operations not covered by Directive (EU) 2020/1057.
9. Does Directive (EU) 2020/1057 apply to all commercial vehicles regardless their permissible
mass or number of passengers?
Directive (EU) 2020/1057 lays down specific rules concerning the posting of drivers in the road
transport sector. It should be interpreted taking into account the Union rules in this specific
sector.
The exemption concerning bilateral transport operation in respect of passenger, set under Article
1(4), applies to operations in international occasional or regular carriage of passengers, within
the meaning of Regulation (EC) No 1073/2009. This Regulation applies to international carriage
of passengers by coach and bus using vehicles which are suitable and intended, by virtue of their
construction and equipment, to carry more than nine persons, including the driver.
In addition, Directive (EU) 2020/1057 makes multiple references to the information recorded on
tachographs, which under Article 3(1) of Regulation (EU) No 165/2014 are compulsory only on
vehicles to which Regulation (EC) No 561/2006 applies (i.e. vehicles used to carry goods where
the maximum permissible mass of the vehicle, including any trailer, or semi-trailer, exceeds
3,5 tonnes – or as from 1 July 2026, 2,5 tonnes – and vehicles used to carry passengers which
are constructed or permanently adapted for carrying more than nine persons including the driver,
and are intended for that purpose).
It is also recalled that Directive 96/71/EC applies to any transnational provision of services
involving the posting of workers, irrespective of the economic sector to which that provision of
services relates – including, therefore, the road transport sector (Judgment of 1 December 2020,
Federatie Nederlandse Vakbeweging, Case C-815/18, EU:C:2020:976, paragraph 33). To the
extent that the specific rules set under Directive (EU) 2020/1057 do not apply, the general rules
on posting of workers may still apply to carriage of goods or passengers.
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10. Does Directive (EU) 2020/1057 apply to EEA/EFTA and Switzerland?
As regards EEA/EFTA countries, Directive 96/71/EC applies in the EFTA/EEA countries, as it
was incorporated into the EEA Agreement, whereas the incorporation of Directive (EU)
2020/1057 is still pending.
As for Switzerland, Directive 96/71/EC is applicable pursuant to the Agreement between the
Union and Switzerland on the Free Movement of Persons. Directive (EU) 2020/1057 is not a part
of this agreement.
As for the UK, Directive (EU) 2020/1057 is not directly applicable to EU drivers posted in the UK
or to UK drivers posted in the EU. The UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA) sets
specific rules concerning the posting of drivers.
Drivers performing cabotage in the UK are to be considered posted in line with art. 463,
paragraph 4, with reference to art. 462, paragraphs 3-7 (for EU operators paragraph 7) of the
TCA.
The relaxation allowing unlimited cabotage in Great Britain for EU hauliers (i.e. unlimited
cabotage movements within 14 days following an initially inbound delivery having been made)
which applies until 30 April 2022 does not affect the application of the posting rules to cabotage
operations performed by EU hauliers in the UK. Operators will have to comply with their
obligation to submit posting declaration and pay the relevant remuneration when their drivers
perform cabotage operations in the UK.
Under Annex 31, Part A, Section 2, Art. 3, paragraph 3 of the TCA, drivers of road haulage
operators, established in all EU Member States, performing road transport operations to/from UK
from/to all EU member states, are exempted from posting rules (notwithstanding the EU Member
State of establishment and the EU Member state of loading/unloading the goods). E.g. driver of a
Bulgarian road haulage operator carrying goods from Germany to UK or v.v. is exempted from
posting rules.
Transport operations from/to UK to/from third countries (i.e. non-EU countries) performed by EU
road haulage operators are not covered by UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement. Art. 1 of
Section 2 of TCA (“posting of drivers”) clearly states that “This Section lays down requirements
for road haulage operators established in one of the Parties which, in the framework of the
transport of goods, post drivers to the territory of the other Party”.

III.

POSTING DECLARATION – POSTING PORTAL

11. Is the procedure defined in Article 1(11)(c) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, which obligates the
haulier to submit certain documents via public interface connected to IMI, a mechanism
aimed at supplementing information in exceptional cases that raise doubts of the competent
authorities of the host Member State, or should it be launched each time the lack of a posting
declaration is identified during a roadside check?
Directive (EU) 2020/1057 does not oblige Member States’ authorities to request additional
documents, in addition to the posting declaration and to the other documents available at the
roadside control, each time the compliance check is performed. However, whenever Member
States’ authorities consider necessary to receive those additional documents, they shall use IMI
to make a relevant request.
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12. Will the new IMI module dedicated to posting of drivers only enable to send documents and
to direct a request for help in obtaining them to a competent authority in another Member
State, in case an operator fails to comply with the obligation to deliver them within an 8
weeks’ time, or should it be considered that all the information exchange and cooperation
between competent authorities in the field of posting of drivers will be realised with the use of
this new module, or yet, will it operate in parallel to the module on posting of workers and the
question forms in areas, where it will be possible to pose questions regarding certain
situations in relation to posting of drivers pursuant to the provisions of Directive (EU)
2020/1057 (PoW - posting of workers - request for information concerning a posting, PoW –
request for information concerning working conditions, PoW – request for information
concerning health and safety, PoW - urgent request concerning establishment)?
Under the new IMI module, indeed, first, the document request is presented to the economic
operator and in case the economic operator fails to comply, only then can the competent
authority request documents from the competent authority of establishment.
As pointed out under Q26, the existing PoW modules in IMI cover all PoW cases, including those
that concern posting of workers in the road transport sector and thus, can be used by national
competent authorities.
13. Can the obligations related to submitting posting declarations as well as providing other
documents via the public interface connected to IMI be imposed by Member States also on
operators posting drivers from the third countries or on self-employed drivers, or drivers
performing services on a basis other than an employment contract (not being workers in the
light of the regulations of the host Member State)? If not, can the Member States create their
own system obligating the operators from the third countries to notify all or some road
transport operations within the territory of the host country – pertaining to either employed
drivers, self-employed drivers, or drivers performing services on a basis other than an
employment contract (not being workers in the light of the regulations of the host Member
State)?
Directive (EU) 2020/1057 applies to undertakings established in Member States. Hence the
obligations stemming from this EU legislation, including the use of the public interface, do not
directly apply to operators established in third countries. However, as indicated in recitals (15),
(16) and (17) and in Article 1(10) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, undertakings established in the
third countries must not be given more favourable treatment than undertakings established in a
Member State. The respect of the posting rules by third country operators may be regulated via
bilateral or multilateral agreements with the relevant third countries. There is a technical and legal
possibility to enable third countries the use of the IMI system and of the public interface
connected to IMI.
Directive 96/71/EC is also applicable only to undertakings established in a Member State.
Regarding undertakings established in third countries and sending their workers to provide
services in a Member State, it has to be noted that according to Article 1(4) they cannot be given
more favourable treatment than undertakings established in a Member State.
Member States may also decide to create their own systems for notifications dedicated to third
country operators and to drivers not falling under the scope of Directive 2020/1057 or apply the
system established for posted workers under Directive 2014/67.
14. Considering that Article 1(11)(c) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 requires operators to send, at
the direct request of the competent authorities of the host Member State, copies of certain
documents, including inter alia the employment contract or an equivalent document within the
meaning of Article 3 of Council Directive 91/533/EEC and that the aforementioned Directive
will be repealed in accordance with Article 24 of Directive (EU) 2019/1152, what is meant by
a "document equivalent" to an employment contract within the meaning of Article 3 of
Directive 91/533/EEC? What types of documents the national authorities must recognise in
addition to the employment contract?
Directive (EU) 2019/1152 will repeal Directive 91/533/EEC with effect from 1 August 2022. While
Directive 91/533/EEC lists types of documents which the employer may use as the means of
information for fulfilment of information obligations, Directive (EU) 2019/1152 no longer contains
such list. Directive (EU) 2019/1152 also no longer uses the term ‘document equivalent’. This
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means that any document (including in an electronic format) containing the information listed in
the relevant provisions of Directive (EU) 2019/1152 could be in principle accepted in the context
of the Directive. See in this respect Articles 5 and 6 of Directive (EU) 2019/1152, which refer to “a
document”.
Article 3 of Directive (EU) 2019/1152 requires that the information is transmitted on paper or in
an electronic format. In the case of electronic format, three cumulative criteria must be met: (1)
the information is accessible to the worker, (2) it can be stored and printed, and (3) that the
employer retains proof of information or receipt.
The 2021 Expert Group report on transposition of Directive (EU) 2019/1152 (available here)
further clarified, on p. 26, that:
“accessible to the worker” means that the worker must actually have unrestricted access to the
information. Further, if a worker does not have access to the electronic tools used to transmit the
information, this would rule out the use of these electronic means. “That it can be stored and
printed” means that the information must be formatted in such a way as to enable it to be stored
and printed by the worker. There is no requirement that the employer actually prints it. The
obligation of keeping proof of transmission or receipt allows for choosing one or the other method
(or both). The Directive does not set up a requirement to provide the information in electronic
form. These criteria only apply if the employer chooses to transmit the information electronically.
If the information is transmitted on paper the situation is the same as in the Written Statement
Directive, namely that the employer is not required to retain proof of transmission, though it might
be in his or her interest to do so as the burden of proof will be on the employer to show that he or
she has fulfilled their obligation (e.g. during an inspection).
With regard to the electronic transmission, there is also no requirement to send the information in
a certified form. A sent e-mail should be sufficient as long as the e-mail can be retained by the
employer. Other means for transmitting the information electronically than e-mail are also
possible.”
15. What about the other existing national websites (e.g. SIPSI (FR), MILOG (DE),
MELDLOKET (NL))? Should the operators continue using them for posting road transport
drivers? What about existing posting declarations submitted via those systems that are valid
after 2 February 2022?
As of 2 February 2022, the EU Portal for road transport posting declarations (RTPD portal)
becomes the only obligatory system that operators must use to send declarations when posting
drivers to any EU Member State and the UK. From that date onwards, Member States will not be
allowed to require from operators established in other EU Member States or in UK to use their
national systems/websites to declare a posting.
The national websites/posting notification systems such as SIPSI, MILOG, LIMOSA,
MELDLOKET, UTIK, LSDB should no longer be used after 2 February 2022 when it comes to
posting of drivers in road transport which fall within the scope of Directive 2020/1057.
16. Do third country operators posting drivers to the EU have to submit posting declarations to an
EU Member State via the RTPD portal?
The application of the posting rules to third-country operators is a national matter so it is up to
each Member State to decide what rules should apply. Therefore, third-country operators are not
required to submit their posting declaration via the EU portal. So far, this portal is only accessible
by operators established in the EU and in the UK.
In practice, this means that third-country operators will have to continue complying with the
different national requirements applicable in the Member States. For instance, Member States
may require third-country operators to continue submitting posting declarations via their national
website (e.g. SISPSI, MILOG, etc.).
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17. What about the cases of multimanning, should the operator submit a posting declaration for
both drivers? What if one of the driver does not drive in that Member State? Most importantly,
will all the documents (pay slips, prove of payments etc.) be required for a driver not involved
in driving in case the transport operation covered by posting is performed in multi-manning?
Yes, one posting declaration should be submitted for each driver in case of multimanning. This is
because, even if drivers drive in a multimanning situation, their declarations are independent.
This means that the operator may enter the same information (dates, types of operations and
number plates) on both declarations. It is also possible to fill-in different information for each
driver if for instance, the operator knows that one driver will be posted for a longer period of time
in that Member State.
If one of the drivers does not drive, this driver is still posted as long as he/she is working or
remains at a disposal of the employer. He/she therefore needs a posting declaration for the time
of being posted to the territory of the Member State.
The documents to be provided will depend on whether the host authority sends a request for
documents for one driver or for both.

IV.

CHECKS AT THE ROADSITE and AT THE PREMISES

18. Do the new requirements of Article 2, point (13) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, imposing
checks at the premises of undertakings and roadside checks regarding compliance with the
working time rule on average maximum weekly working time, breaks and night work as set
out in Articles 4, 5 and 7 of Directive 2002/15/EC, also encompass carrying out controls in
regard to the derogations to Article 4 and 7 of Directive 2002/15/EC as set out in Article 8 of
the same directive insofar such derogations have been implemented in collective agreements
between social partners?
Regarding the roadside checks, the new paragraph (6) of Annex I Part A of Directive 2006/22/EC
(introduced by Article 2(13)(a)(iii) of Directive 2020/1057) requires Member States to consider the
following when carrying roadside checks:
”extended maximum weekly working times of 60 hours as set out in Article 4 point (a) of Directive
2002/15/EC; other weekly working times as set out in Articles 4 and 5 of Directive 2002/15/EC
only where technology enables effective checks to be carried out”
Article 4(a) of Directive 2002/15/EC lays down that ”(…) the maximum weekly working time may
be extended to 60 hours only if, over four months, an average of 48 hours a week is not
exceeded (…)”.
Article 8 of Directive 2002/15/EC allows for derogations from Article 4 provided that those
derogations do not result in the establishment of a reference period exceeding six months, for
calculation of the average maximum weekly working time of forty-eight hours.
Given that, according to Article 36 of Regulation (EU) No 165/2014, drivers are only required to
show the record sheets for the current day and for the preceding 28 days (this timeframe will be
extended to 56 days from 31 December 2024), and that current technology (i.e. the current
tachographs and the upcoming smart tachograph version 2) does not allow for access at the
roadside to working time data for long enough periods, roadside inspectors cannot check
compliance with the requirement of the average working time over the reference period covering
4 or 6 months. Therefore, under the current technological and regulatory limitations, compliance
with average working time over the period set out by Article 4 or longer periods set out by
national measures adopted in line with Article 8 of the Directive 2002/15/EC cannot be checked
by roadside inspectors, who under these circumstances may only control compliance with the
maximum weekly working time of 60 hours and with breaks in work.
Roadside inspectors may also control compliance with other weekly working times that may have
been defined as derogations to Article 4, adopted in line with Article 8 of the Directive, such as,
e.g., compliance with shorter maximum weekly working times, insofar as technology enables the
effective checks to be carried out.
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Regarding the checks at the premises, the new paragraph (4) of Annex I Part B of Directive
2006/22/EC (introduced by Article 2(13)(b)(i) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057) requires Member
States to consider the following when carrying checks at the premises:
“compliance with maximum average weekly working times, breaks and night work requirements
set out in Articles 4, 5 and 7 of Directive 2002/15/EC;”
Firstly, this new provision clearly requires the average weekly working time to be checked. It can
therefore be assumed that this also includes any potential derogation to the reference period
under Article 8.
Secondly, considering that no other conditions linked to technological possibilities have been
added in this provision, it should be understood that, during checks at the premises, checks must
also cover the derogations to Article 4 and 7 of Directive 2002/15/EC as set out in Article 8 of the
same directive, insofar as such derogations have been implemented in accordance with the
conditions set out in that provision.
19. Is it possible to establish a national system where the social partners, and not Member State
authorities, carry out controls regarding compliance with Articles 4 and 7 of Directive
2002/15/EC in those situations, where the social partners through collective agreements
have decided on derogations in line with Article 8 of the aforementioned directive enforcing
Directive (EU) 2020/1057, Article 2(13) in those instances?
Articles 4 and 7 of Directive 2002/15/EC require Member States to “take the measures
necessary” to ensure compliance with the provisions set out in those articles.
Further, Article 2(1) of Directive 2006/22/EC requires that Member States organise a system of
appropriate and regular checks on correct and consistent implementation, both at the roadside
and at premises. Paragraph 2 of that Article specifies that Member States must provide
authorised inspecting officers with appropriate legal powers to enable them correctly to discharge
their inspection obligations as required by this Directive.
Provided that compliance with the above articles is ensured, nothing prevents Member States to
involve social partners in controls established in Directive 2002/15/EC where relevant, for
example, in the areas were collective agreements adopted in line with Article 8 of that Directive
apply.
Therefore, it is possible for Member States to establish a national system where the competent
social partners’ organisations carry out controls regarding compliance with Articles 4 and 7 of
Directive 2002/15, in those situations where the social partners, through collective agreements,
have decided on derogations in line with Article 8 of the aforementioned Directive.
Also, according to Article 10(4) of Directive 2014/67, in Member States where, in accordance with
national law and/or practice, the setting of the terms and conditions of employment of posted
workers referred to in Article 3 of Directive 96/71/EC, and in particular the minimum rates of pay,
including working time, is left to the social partners, they may at the appropriate level and subject
to the conditions laid down by the Member States, also monitor the application of the relevant
terms and conditions of employment of posted workers, provided that an adequate level of
protection equivalent to that resulting from Directive 96/71/EC and this Directive is guaranteed.
It should also be noted, that according to Article 2(1) of Directive 2006/22/EC, Member States
shall ensure that a coherent national enforcement strategy is applied on their territory. For this
purpose, Member States may designate a body for the coordination of actions taken under
Articles 4 and 6, concerning roadside checks and checks at the premises of the undertakings.
The Commission and the other Member States must be informed thereof.
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20. Is Article 1(11) last paragraph of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 interpreted correctly, that during a
roadside check it is possible to determine that a driver is considered a posted worker solely
on the basis of inspecting the evidence of international road transport operations (transport
documents) and tachograph records? If so, can the Member States during these roadside
checks, in addition to the above-mentioned documents verify also other documents, which
are not mentioned in this provision?
The correct understanding of Article 1(11) last paragraph of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 is that in
order to ascertain whether a driver is not considered to be posted, pursuant to paragraphs 3 and
4 of that Article, Member States’ control authorities may only impose an obligation for the driver
to keep and make available, where requested at the roadside check, the evidence of the relevant
international carriages and tachograph records.
Member States’ control authorities may not require from a driver at a roadside check other
documents in addition to those explicitly mentioned in Article 1(11)(b) of Directive 2020/1057) in
order to ascertain compliance with the rules on posting of drivers. By derogation from Article 9(1)
and (2) of the enforcement Directive 2014/67/EU, Article 1(11) of Directive 2020/1057 provides
for a closed list of administrative requirements and control measures that may be imposed by
Member States on operators and on drivers with regard to checking compliance with the posting
rules.
21. Is it necessary to check the exact legal relation between a driver and the road transport
undertaking acting as his employer each time during a roadside check, including determining
whether there is an employment relation between the driver and the haulier?
No, Directive (EU) 2020/1057 does not impose to check at the roadside the type of
employment/contractual relationship between a driver and a posting undertaking. At the roadside
control drivers shall not be requested to provide documents and information other than those set
out in Article 1(11)(b) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057.
It should be noted, however, that the posting declaration should already include the start date of
the driver’s contract of employment and the law applicable to it, pursuant to Article 11(a)(iv) of
Directive 2020/1057. The existence of a posting declaration therefore already constitutes a
declaration from the transport undertaking of the existence of an employment relationship.
Please see the reply to Q11.
22. Should roadside checks related to posting of drivers be determined, as a general rule, on the
spot, in particular with reference to whether a driver is or is not a posted worker according to
the provisions of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 and Article 2 of Directive 96/71/EC?
Please see the replies to Q19 and Q20.

V.

SANCTIONS AND PENALTIES

23. Is Article 5(1) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 interpreted correctly as requiring Member States
to provide for a system of specific sanctions regarding consignors, freight forwarders,
contractors and sub-contractors which, acting as main contractors (and being themselves
transport undertakings or not), commission the performance of cross-border transport
services to transport undertakings (which therefore act as contractors or subcontractors of
their main contractor)?
The objective of Article 5 of Directive 2020/1057 concerning sanctions and penalties is
established in recital 39, following which “Transport undertakings are the addressees of certain
special rules on posting and bear the consequences of any infringements of those rules that they
commit. However, in order to prevent abuse by undertakings contracting transport services from
road haulage operators, Member States should also provide for clear and predictable rules on
sanctions against consignors, freight forwarders, contractors and sub-contractors in cases where
they knew, or, in light of all relevant circumstances ought to have known, that the transport
services that they commissioned involved infringements of special rules on posting.”
Article 5(1) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 provides that “Member States shall lay down rules on
sanctions against consignors, freight forwarders, contractors and sub-contractors for non9

compliance with national provisions adopted pursuant to Article 1, where they knew, or, in the
light of all relevant circumstances, ought to have known, that the transport services that they
commissioned involved infringements of those provisions.”
Therefore, Article 5(1) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057 requires Member States to provide for a
system of specific sanctions regarding consignors, freight forwarders, contractors and subcontractors which commission the performance of cross-border transport services to transport
undertakings, when those transport services involve infringements of the national provisions
adopted pursuant to Article 1.
24. Apart from the example of a price that is too low, what other circumstances or criteria could
be considered to be established that the above-mentioned consignors, freight forwarders,
contractors and sub-contractors knew or should have known that the transport services that
they commissioned involved infringements of those provisions?
The EU legislature has established that the relevant actors in the transport operation chain
should be liable, under certain conditions, for compliance with the rules established in Article 1 of
Directive 2020/1057, as stated in recital 39. According to Article 5(1) of the Directive, the
incriminating facts relate to the effective knowledge or to the obligation of knowledge, by the
relevant actors of the transport operation chain, that the transport services they commissioned
involved infringements of the relevant provisions of the Directive.
The circumstances under which those relevant actors are to be considered as knowing or to have
the obligation of knowing that the transport services that they commissioned involved
infringements of those provisions must be established according to criteria set out under national
law.
25. Is it possible to impose a penalty for failing to submit a posting declaration to the State where
a driver is being posted, without ascertaining whether there exists an employment relation
between a driver and a road transport undertaking in accordance with the regulations of the
host Member State, in cases where the transport documents and the tachograph recordings
show that a given road transport operation falls under the provisions of Directive (EU)
2020/1057?
The imposition of a penalty for a failure to submit the posting declaration depends on the
architecture of the national penalty system, which is the competence of Member States. The
penalty system shall be established in line with requirements set out in Article 5 of Directive (EU)
2020/1057. That Directive does not specify at which stage of the compliance check the penalty
shall be imposed. However, it is important to note that the IMI system and the pubic interface
connected to IMI are designed to facilitate control authorities to gather a full set of information,
including an employment contract or equivalent document, necessary to ascertain an
infringement to the posting rules. Please note that the employment contract may be requested to
the operator by the competent authorities of the Member States where the posting took place
pursuant to Article 1(11)(c) of Directive (EU) 2020/1057.
26. Will it be possible to send recovery proceedings requests, regarding the fines imposed on
road transport undertakings, or any relevant notifications, to the competent authorities of
other Member States via the new module of the IMI system dedicated to posting of drivers? If
not, will such requests be sent via the existing module of the IMI system relevant to posting
of workers? (forms: PoW - uniform instrument – request to notify about the decision and PoW
– uniform instrument – request to recover a penalty and/or fine)?
Under the new module in IMI developed for the purposes of Directive (EU) 2020/1057, the scope
of information exchanges is laid out in Article 1(11)(c) of the Directive, i.e. the module shall be
used to exchange documents referred to in the Directive and not anything else outside the scope
of this exchange.
As for the existing Posting of Workers (PoW) module in IMI, this covers all posting of workers
cases, including the posting of drivers; therefore the information requests, including the request
to notify a decision and request to recover a penalty and/or fine, can be used.
The full list of questions under the IMI Posting of Workers module can be found here:
https://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/imi-net/library/question_sets_forms/index_en.htm
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